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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Every four years a juggernaut of journalists and insider commentariat pore over

the vast and ever-expanding elements of the modern Presidential campaign. Re-

sponding to the breathless cues of their media hosts (and supplied with the latest

polls sponsored by their employers), pundits describe to viewers precisely how each

candidate appearance or ad buy, prime-time convention speech, economic news re-

lease, or debate sophistry can be expected to decisively shift the course of that year’s

competition. Scholars who study campaigns and elections typically have a strongly

counterveiling message—that voters are minimally influenced by campaigns—the so-

called minimal effects perspective. In brief, political science research has suggested

that people instead have an easy route to their voting decisions via longstanding par-

tisan inclinations and widely reported economic news. Insofar as they are effectual,

campaign dynamics may reflect the shifts of voters learning more details that effec-

tively enrich their heuristic starting point. This perspective is not at all shocking,

but the premise of this dissertation is roughly, the “devil is in the details.” If bring-

ing people into line with their predispositions only comes as the result of punctuated

episodes that accord with some possible framing of candidate roles or capabilities,

or that prime people to emphasize some considerations over another, and this can
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be electorally effectual, then understanding these episodes and their dynamics offers

important information above and beyond predictive heuristics.

Beyond the Collapsed Campaign: Understanding Heterogene-
ity in Campaign Effects

To identify the limited role of campaigns in voter attitudes and decision-making,

studies tend to use one of two major approaches—measuring the impact of cumulative

measures of exposure to certain types of campaign activities across campaigns and/or

voters (e.g. Shaw, 2006) or tracing the over-time dynamics of responses to campaigns

(e.g. Wlezien & Erikson, 2012). To study cumulative campaign effects one can ex-

amine the total change in expressed voting preference, or in other survey measures

of attitudes or beliefs, between timepoints over the course of a campaign. Variation

across individuals can furthermore be attributed to differences in the amounts of

localized intensity of campaigns competing to activate voters and present candidates

in a maximally favorable light (Holbrook & McClurg, 2005). Furthermore, individ-

ual characteristics may influence how much new information is received and whether

processing leads to resistance or persuasion (Zaller, 1992). The category of campaign

advertising effects provides a useful example of the fruits of these past efforts (see,

e.g., Corrigan & Brader, 2010). For example, after accounting for the confounding

effects of other campaign efforts that are most intense in battleground states, Huber

& Arceneaux (2012) estimate that ad purchases of roughly 1500 gross ratings points

(GRPs) increased candidate support during the 2000 election campaign by roughly 9

points on average (with a confidence interval ranging from zero to twice this effect).

This accords with Shaw’s (1999a) estimate from studies of statewide advertising to-

tals during the Bush and Clinton years attributing roughly 2 to 3 points to candidate
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support for each 500 GRPs, controlling for other electioneering activities.

On the other hand, to trace the over-time dynamics of the public’s responses to

political campaigns, scholars have generally examined aggregate measures of opinion

or conformity of candidate preferences to expectations based on economic conditions

or prior predispositions. Many of these studies eshew claims of direct partisan effects

from electioneering efforts, but instead identify the apparent second-order process

of citizens sorting themselves. For example, Gelman & King (1993) find that a

set of important considerations such as party and ideology yield a prediction of

electoral outcomes towards which trial heat polls appear to converge during the final

months of the campaign. Wlezien & Erikson (2012) find that polling aggregates

and economic indicators suddenly increase quickly in their accuracy as forecasts

of election results during the final one hundred days of U.S. Presidential campaigns.

Aggregate studies have focused on the persistence of effects too, generally concurring

that shifts in public opinion during campaigns have very short-term effects (but c.f.

Box-Steffensmeier & Darmofal, 2009). Finally, using a randomized field experiment,

Gerber et al. (2011) finds little evidence that advertising effects in a Gubernatorial

race persisted for longer than one week. While by definition such transient campaign

effects do not affect the equilibrium of opinion, they could be critical when they

occur in close proximity to an election.

Although much past research emphasizes the individual heterogeneity in re-

sponses to campaigns, as well as important dynamic phenomena, these studies typi-

cally collapse one dimension to focus on the other. Though accounts of cumulative

effects are able to explain the extent to which various features of campaigns (e.g.

campaign intensity, appearances, advertisements) appear to move citizens, and even

attempts to distinguish psychological processes like learning, priming, or persuasion,
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these studies have little to say about the dynamic evolution of such processes. On the

other hand, research focusing on over-time dynamics tends to use only aggregates, re-

vealing little about the time-course whereby campaigns are influential. For example,

do relatively less, medium, or well-informed people respond in a more permanent

fashion as we might expect from theories of persuasion and survey response (see

Chapter 2)? To date, no published work has been brought to bear on this question.

An overriding theme of the present research is that studies of campaigns try

to move beyond such “collapsed campaign” studies to better integrate important

individual and temporal heterogeneity and dynamics. I now discuss a set of more

specific, related goals.

Accounting systematically for influential events

Some campaign activities or events are much more salient than others, a factor

evident to anyone who remembers Bush’s Willie Horton ad in 1988 or his failure to

recall the price of milk in 1992 (Holbrook, 1996). Scholars can point to many par-

ticular instances of surprising or widely-discussed economic news, advertisements,

and candidate statements just like these, relying on their careful attention to cam-

paigns or documentary evidence. In some cases, a cursory examination of the data

may yield a structural break in opinion at a specific moment in time that seems

attributable to such an event, making it worthy of considering whether these events

are quite different from, say, everyday reminders of party positions in media reports,

or failed attempts to scandalize a candidate. A recent example includes the brief

buoyancy in support for President Obama after the death of Osama bin Laden in

2011. From the appearance of large shifts, we can conclude that many voters formed

a lasting impression of these events, which influenced their willingness to support the
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President. However, many other notable events during Obama’s campaign and first

term—the collapse of financial markets in 2008, the passage of healthcare reform in

2010, the 2011 debt crisis—are much more difficult to identify by eye in polling data.

Past research on campaign effects often recognizes critical campaign events and

uses them to structure an interpretation of the campaign. However, an unsatisfactory

aspect of this strategy is the ad hoc method in which such key episodes or structural

breaks are recognized. This is not to suggest that researchers who formulate a

conjecture about a turning-point based on a pilot analysis or media reports and

other sources, and explicitly build their analysis around this assumption, are doing

something wrong. Nonetheless, a more systematic understanding of campaigns could

be achieved if every event at some attainable granularity can be modeled, and its

significance reflected empirically through the model.

Identifying and distinguishing permanent and transient responses

One difficulty with accounting for influential events is that shifts in opinion are

not always immediate and permanent. Thus, for example, the decline in support

for McCain that was apparent during the collapse of financial markets in 2008 may

well be interpretable as the tail end of a transient bounce in support he received

due to the Republican National Convention and McCain’s selection of Palin. Some

information flows, such as that leading to the public repudiation of Congress during

the 2011 debt crisis, may appear as gradual trends over an extended period of time,

suggesting a slow diffusion of information into the public’s awareness.

These short-term dynamics in aggregate responses to campaigns have important

implications for understanding both the way in which events come to public attention

and the way in which voters process information. The former might be understand-
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able in terms of a wider conceptualization of informative, rare events as producing

waves that ramp up to a fixed set of new implications for voter decisions, or spikes

that ramp up the salience of some bits of information and then gradually pass from

the media spotlight (e.g. Shaw, 1999b)—rather than the binary shocks assumed by

most scholars. The resulting opinion dynamics can equivalently be modeled in isola-

tion by higher-order dynamics encompassing the velocity and acceleration of public

opinion change. Furthermore, at least some part of each innovation can be speci-

fied as permanent, as in the popular Beveridge-Nelson decomposition (Beveridge &

Nelson, 1981).

When explicating campaign dynamics in the aggregate, we can only indirectly

distinguish these (elite, communications) phenomena from related psychological phe-

nomena that have similar implications. A psychological interpretation postulating a

mixture of permanent and transient responses to campaign information is that while

some part of any given signal may drive formation of impressions or the acquisition

of new considerations (or the revision of previous ones), another part may reflect

information that simply becomes less available in memory for most voters over time.

Some scholars have gone further in interpreting results suggesting a very short time-

span to the effectiveness of campaign stimuli as evidence of memory-based processing

(Gerber et al., 2011), though this requires the assumption that we can distinguish

these processing phenomena from the way in which information is diffused, i.e., how

a person comes to learn about and respond to a Gubernatorial ad.

In summary, most recent literature characterizes campaign effects as transient or

permanent, but there is clearly reason to believe that both types of dynamics are

manifested, at times under different conditions—or even for individuals with different

charcteristics, as discussed in the next section. A specific goal of the present work is
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to model voters as exhibiting both types of response, and thereby provide a composite

portrait of permanent and transient campaign effects.

Characterizing individual and temporal heterogeneity in dynamic responses
to campaigns

Past research emphasizes people’s responses to particular campaign events and

activities insofar as these drive them towards or away from one or the other candidate,

or in the minimal effects tradition, in terms of the resulting learning or priming

effects. However, just as people differ in the strengths of their prior attitudes, they

may also vary in the amount of campaign information they receive and process due

to interest and the richness of their existing schemata, or even in the particular

processing mechanism at work as alluded to in the past section. One way to validate

a rich psychological model of the processing of political stimuli would be to examine

the implications of these differences for campaign dynamics as a function of individual

characteristics. Based on methodological accounts, it would seem that a true panel

with granularity that can detect highly transient dynamics in responses—that is,

one we rarely have—might be required to study individual differences in processing

(e.g. Brady & Johnston, 2006). However, as long as public opinion data represent a

randomized sample in time as well as in the cross-section, a sufficiently large dataset

enables us to study heterogeneous dynamics. The issue is primarily methodological in

character, as despite the emphasis on multi-level data structures it remains difficult

to represent such heterogeneity, and is addressed in the following section.

Campaign shocks have also been found to induce different dynamics at different

points in time prior to Presidential elections (Gelman & King, 1993; Wlezien &

Erikson, 2002). In particular, the residual variability of survey responses in models of

citizens preferences is observed to decrease. A clear reason to expect such differences
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is that people’s attitudes are crystallizing, and this leads them to be less responsive

to new information. A different explanation with experimental support is that people

may respond differently to negative information during the pre-decision versus the

post-decision period (Krupnikov, 2011).

Another important reason to seek to capture heterogeneous dynamics is in at-

tempting to address the concern raised in the previous subsection about being able to

distinguish the dynamics characterizing ebbs and flows of elite communications from

aspects of voter information processing. If measures of the types of individuals more

likely to exhibit a certain kind of processing (i.e., well-informed and having chronic

availability of strong considerations, versus poorly informed and highly primable or

persuadable), or the types of information that are likely to reverberate in particular

ways (i.e., as originating in different types of messages or events, as in Shaw, 1999b),

then we may be better able to distinguish the mechanisms underlying the dynamics.

Representing Heterogeneous Dynamics in a Multi-Level Model

Representing a hybrid cross-sectional and over-time structure—with allowance

for individual-level heterogeneity—requires models that differ substantially from

classical forms. In this dissertation, I develop two flexible classes of multi-level

models—the linear mode-separable model and a generalized variant—along with a

Bayesian computation strategy for simulating from the posterior distribution of the

parameters in such models. These developments enable practical estimation of a

wide variety of substantive specifications, including the empirical analysis of het-

erogeneous campaign effects presented in Chapter 2. In this section, I discuss the

most general aspects of multi-level modeling and classical and Bayesian strategies

for inference. I then introduce a more restricted class of models that facilitates the
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development of Bayesian computational strategies because it encompasses both ef-

ficient quadratic approximations to non-linear models, and an adaptive strategy for

Markov Chain Monte Carlo introduced in Chapter 4.

Conditional models and fluent expressions of dynamics

The latter two of the three substantive goals described in the previous section

require the ability to specify dynamics in a multi-level model. First, we can imagine

that observations of the dependent variable are directly dependent on their past ob-

servations, as in a lagged-dependent variable model. Second, we can imagine that a

latent variable, typically referred to as a “random effect” in political science, is not

defined by the usual assumption of being independent and identically distributed.

Instead, the random effect can be stipulated to obey some time-series model, with

its conditional distribution at time t depending on its value at time t− 1. Third, we

can imagine that the time-series model obeyed by the random effects has certain pa-

rameters, and that these parameters could depend on features of the individual. The

combination of these elements proves fatal to basic econometric strategies for time-

series modeling, where we seek to transform every model into a lagged-dependent

variable model, and apply a single step OLS. Such strategies were never adequate

for a dynamic specification even as simple as ARIMA with fixed parameters, which

always requires a recursive or non-linear estimation procedure.

Fortunately, the Wold representation theorem tells us that complex, covariance-

stationary dynamics can always be specified by some weighted combination of resid-

uals from the infinite past:

vt =
t∑

s=−∞

rt−sus

Here the input random effects us are assumed to be independent, and we truncate
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the series at some point in the finite past to make it possible to explicitly evaluate vt.1

This means that the unnormalized joint density for the case of a linear specification

with common response and random effects distributions has the following simple

representation as a conditionally-linear model:

f (y, β, u| θ) =
N∏
i=1

fθ

(
yi − x′

iβ −
t∑

s=s0

rit−s (θ)us

∣∣∣∣∣ θ
)

sT∏
s=s0

fθ (us| θ)

Here the first term is the product of the unvariate densies of each observation, and

the second term is the product of the univariate densities of each innovation us.2 The

variables in θ are “hyperparameters” that describe the distribution of the random

effects. Note that there is no assumption here that the dynamic parameters or weights

from the Wold decomposition are the same in each individual’s linear predictor.

Incorporating individual heterogeneity is thus only a complication in computing this

predictor—we must simply evaluate each unit’s contribution to the density in terms

of the dynamic model for that individual.

Even in the case of homogeneous dynamics, the problem reduces to that of a

complex pattern of cross-classified random effects. Each unit covaries to some extent

with every other unit. However, for heterogeneous dynamics, the above unit-specific

linear representation appears to be the strongest simplification possible: in other

words, various attempts to represent the model in matrix or operator notation seem

to yield no conceptual simplification, and typically no computational simplification.

Nonetheless, representing the model in this way avoids the need to collapse the

data in any way—we already know how to estimate multi-level models with linear

predictors!
1I mostly set aside tricky decisions about initialization; exact initialization will certainly be

intractable for the class of models proposed here, but the Bayesian solution I will adopt is to
parameterize the initial conditions.

2Sometimes these are not the residuals that are of interest for predictions, but this complication
is not relevant for estimation.
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Non-normality, mode-separability, and tail-boundedness

In order to draw inferences about the parameters, we need to express the likeli-

hood in terms only of the observations. The primary difficulty posed by multi-level

models in general is that they stipulate two sets of random quantities, the latent

variables and the observed data. Since the latent variables have some distribution,

we must form the likelihood by forming the joint density of all random quantities,

and integrating this with respect to all random quantities except the observations

themselves. In the case of the linear multi-level model with normal errors, the likeli-

hood can be expressed explicitly and inferences can be obtained by maximizing this

likelihood.

However, a straightforward way to attain an additional substantive goal described

above—accounting for relatively influential events in a systematic way—is to con-

sider alternative assumptions about the distribution of the innovations. Compare for

example, the following tableau:
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The top series was generated from the inverse normal cumulative distribution

function applied to a set of uniform random variables to produce a particular ARIMA

time-series based on normal innovations. The second series was generated from

the same uniform variables via the inverse Student cumulative distribution function

(df = 3), yielding the same ARIMA model but with Student-t innovations. The series

with Student innovations seems to match the the current consensus among campaign

researchers that salient events are rare. Thus, modeling such data using the Student

distribution would seemingly allow the data to better “speak for themselves” about

the occurrence of important events, rather than imposing this. Of course, the relative

frequencies of “important” innovations is precisely determined by the distributional

assumption, and we still have to make a decision guided by what constitutes a salient

event and how often we think that happens. Nonetheless, the decision to use some
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heavy-tailed density whose kurtosis is imposed a priori or (with probably much

greater difficulty) estimated, seems worthy of consideration as a way to address this

form of heterogeneity in campaign dynamics.

I now place two further restrictions on the distributions that can be selected

for the response and random effects in such dynamic models. First, I require that

the observations and each random effect has a known transformation, to a density

that is unimodal3 in the random effects. These are typically also dependent on the

hyperparameters θ such as the log of the random effects standard deviation. As a

result, the joint density factors into the product of unimodal functions of the random

effects, conditional on the hyperparameters. The joint density of the observations

and random effects, and its log, have the following most general form:

f (y, γ| θ) = C ×

(
K∏
k=1

g
(k)
θ (γ)

)
with g(k) : RJ → R unimodal

ln f (y, γ| θ) = lnC +

(
K∑
k=1

ln g
(k)
θ (γ)

)
with g(k) : RJ → R unimodal

Here C is a normalizing constant allowing us to disregard whether the component

functions g(k) are normalized. When thinking of these densities as functions of the

random effects I will refer to these functions as components. Together, any structural

parameters β and random effects u upon which the kth component depends are in

γk. Also, J is defined to be the size of the space of γ.

Second, I require that each of the densities g(k)θk
is tail-bounded in γk with known

(dleft, dright). This means that letting γ0 be the mode of g(k)θk
the here exists constants

(cleft, cright) and (dleft, dright) such that g
(k)
θk

is bounded above by cleft/x
dleft for all

γ ≪ γ0 and bounded above by cright/x
dright for all γ ≫ γ0 .

I call this class of models mode-separable because of the idea that we can separate
3The technical requirement is of linearly-strict quasi-concavity as defined in the Appendix.
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the modes of the component, leading to a readily available approximation to the mode

of the entire joint density, discussed in Chapter 3 and in the Appendix. A further

property that I expect to leverage in the development of an Adaptive Importance

Sampler discussed in Chapter 4 and in the Appendix is that any multivariate quasi-

concave function can be re-expressed as a product of univariate, unimodal functions

of deviations about some point in the space of transformed latent variables.

Non-linear models and blockwise linear models

Naturally, we might suppose that different people are differently susceptible to

rare shocks and therefore act as if they are responding to different densities of innova-

tions. A straightforward way to address this is to note that heavy-tailed innovations

can be generated by normal-scale mixtures. That means we could construct the joint

density as the product of terms specifying normal random effects, conditional upon

their log standard deviation, with a set of terms specifying an unconditional model

of the log standard deviations. This yields no advantage, but the model no longer

has a single linear predictor. By adding additional random effects to the predictors

of the variance components, we can generalize the overall model to yield members

of the ARCH family of dynamic models for the random effects. A second source

of non-linearity (see Wlezien & Erikson, 2012) would be if initial information that

drives deviations from prior belief tends to provoke elite counterattacks in a way

that limits the volume of new information and drives response dynamics towards an

equilibrium. This type of non-linear dynamics can be represented using interactions

between two latent state variables—one representing the prior belief and the second

representing the innovation. Notably, both of these types of non-linearity can be

added to our conditionally linear model as an additional conditionally-linear layer,
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or “block” of random effects. The random variables in one block serve as nonlinear

hyperparameters in every other block, and this is expected to be useful for Bayesian

computation.

Examples of Joint Densities Satisfying these Criteria

I now discuss a set of examples of joint densities exhibiting the characteristics

defined above. I express each model in terms of a representation of the log of the

joint density as the sum of log-components, plus an additional term φ (σ, θ) that

involves only the response standard deviation and/or hyperparameters. Evidently,

many common distributions—the Gaussian, exponential, Poisson, gamma, and beta

distributions—lead to joint log-densities with terms that are unimodal in their lo-

cation parameter.4 Further, if the location parameters of such models are instead

expressed as a linear combination of linearly dependent variables, then the resulting

joint density functions will also be unimodal when they are identified.5

For binomial-logistic joint densities, an individual observation has a probability

mass function that is concave but not unimodal. However, the product of pairs of

binomial-logistic components including at least one success and one failure yields a

log-concave and unimodal joint density when the parameters are identified.6

Note that the intent in the following discussion of Figures 1.1-1.3 is not to offer

toy models, but general forms that encompass many useful applications.

Figure 1.1 gives the Gaussian linear mixed effects model in terms of its com-

ponents. Since the Gaussian distribution has squared-exponential tails, any power-
4As noted above, the point is that these distributions are log-concave in their location parame-

ters—not that they are log-concave distributions (though that is often true too).
5There are some technical details about identification of such models outside of the normal case.

Binomial-logistic response models must not be separated or quasi-separated.
6To detect the cases of separation or quasi-separation in binomial-logistic response models, one

can utilize a recently-developed sequential quadratic programming algorithm to detect a lack of
identification in advance (see Konis, 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Gaussian linear mixed-effects model components
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Figure 1.2: Gaussian linear model with Student random effects components
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distributed tail component will dominate.

Figures 1.2 and 1.3 give models combining Gaussian and Binomial-logistic re-

sponses with Student-t random effects, respectively. This enables specifications in

which random effects are more often smaller than Gaussian random effects, with

occasional large shocks that could represent the influence of relatively rare events or

structural breaks together with noisy responses. The logistic density has exponen-

tial tails which also overwhelm the Student-t tails. Therefore, the random effects

components in both cases are dominated by the density, in the tails.

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 give the structure of two models which are not mode-separable,

but which are mode-separable conditionally within blocks defined as random effects

that enter components specifying the mean and variance, respectively.

Figure 1.3: Logistic linear model with Student random effects components
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Figure 1.4: Gaussian linear model with GARCH-t random effects components
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Figure 1.5: Gaussian linear model w/ crossed Gaussian & GARCH-t re’s components
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Multi-Level Statistical Inference

Approaches to estimating multi-level models tend to differ radically between

the likelihoodist and Bayesian computational approaches. In the likelihoodist ap-

proach, the most prevalent approach is to directly evaluate the marginal likelihood

by marginalizing (exactly or approximately) over the set of random effects, and then

maximizing this true likelihood. This is also sometimes known as the residual max-

imum likelihood, or REML approach. One could instead treat all of the random

effects as true parameters and maximize the conditional density of the response,

given the parameters, but then there would be no benefit to specifying random ef-

fects having a distribution that better reflects our expectations about the generating

process.

Recent work in applied statistics advocates the use of modal approximations to

the marginal likelihood, provided that the bulk of mass under the integrand lies near

its mode. The most popular approximation for multi-level models seems to be the

Laplace approximation. The Laplace approximation is based on directly integrat-

ing a Taylor expansion of the likelihood at the mode. The log of the second-order
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Laplace approximation has a simple expression in terms of the normal approxima-

tion at the mode: it is the sum of half of the joint log-density evaluated at the

conditional MLE of the latent variables (the first-order approximation), minus the

log of the norm of the conditional MLE plus half the log of the determinant of the

observed information matrix (the second-order approximation). When the fixed ef-

fects are conditioned upon, this is the loglikelihood in the case of the normal linear

model. However, it is conventional now to also integrate away the fixed effects as if

they were nuisance parameters, yielding the so-called REML estimates. This further

marginalized likelihood is the quantity that is maximized in R’s glmer package for

generalized linear mixed effects regression (Bates, et al., 2012).

A non-computational Bayesian strategy looks very much like the likelihoodist

method: the log prior is added to the loglikelihood and a maximum a posteriori

estimate (MAP) is identified, with uncertainty characterized using a local approx-

imation to the Hessian computed just like the observed information matrix. This

technique is asymptotically useful due to the Bayesian Central Limit Theorem, which

ensures that, fixing the size of the parameter space, any posterior will be increas-

ingly well-approximated by the multivariate normal distribution corresponding to the

MAP and its local variance-covariance. For greater accuracy, some form of higher-

order Laplace approximation or higher order polar or rectangular cubature can be

used to incorporate information from additional points regularly or randomly spaced

around the mode of the likelihood or posterior (Rue et al., 2009; Monahan and Genz,

1997; Genz & Kass, 1997). Unfortunately, regardless of whether tractable likelihood,

REML, or Bayesian criterion, the variances of the random effects can have multiple

modes in multi-level models. In non-normal models, the situation is worse, as the

likelihood remains intractable, but there is no guarantee in such models that a sin-
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gle or dominant mode of the latent variables exists upon which to base the Laplace

approximation.

The computational Bayesian approach is first and foremost the focus of this

project because it yields estimates that are non-asymptotic and can potentially deal

with multi-modality. As I discuss in Chapter 3, the approach typically relies on a

blockwise Gibbs or Metropolis sampling: alternating draws targeting different sets

of parameters. There is no need for explicit marginalization—hyperparameters and

random effects are all conceptually the same thing. Though there is then no equiv-

alent of selecting a criterion that concentrates out nuisance parameters, one can

always impose prior distributions aiming to smooth a problem. The typical compu-

tational Bayesian strategy is to design a sampler that samples from a Markov chain

converging to the posterior over all parameters simultaneously.

However, despite these appealing features, Bayesian computation is still difficult

for practitioners to apply to multi-level models, especially with non-standard choices

of distributions. Thus, another goal of this project is to design strategies that facili-

tate the Bayesian strategy for a wider audience within political science. In particular,

recent work focuses on leveraging high-quality approximations to build proposal dis-

tributions that avoid local random walks as much as possible, instead moving rapidly

about the entire parameter space (e.g. Ardia et al., 2009; Bornkamp, 2011). To ad-

vance the project, I sought to automate the process of producing a high-quality

approximation based on the model structure. However, using such approximations,

an initial naive (but practical) strategy of alternating between draws that converge

simultaneously to the conditional posterior of the hyperparameters given the random

effects, and vice-versa, placing the sets of parameters on exactly equal footing, led to

very poor results. In Chapters 3 and 4, I explain why this is likely to be so, suggest
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an improvement based on the Pseudo-Marginal Method, and demonstrate that it

outperforms the naive method.



CHAPTER II

Heterogeneous Dynamics of Citizens’ Responses
to U.S. Presidential Campaigns

A number of recent studies conclude that campaigns have only very limited in-

fluences on patterns of individual voting and electoral outcomes (e.g. Gelman &

King, 1993; Holbrook, 1996; Wlezien & Erikson, 2002). A potential problem with

these studies is their assumption that voters are uniform in their responses to infor-

mation, collapsing across both time and individual-differences. Such an assumption

contradicts a body of observations and contemporary theory related to the mecha-

nisms of opinion formation. In this chapter, I review past work and test a set of new

hypotheses regarding individual differences in the dynamics of candidate appraisal.

The results are important to our understanding of civic competence, broadly speak-

ing, and specifically the soundness of conventional claims about “October surprises”

and other purported threats to democratic outcomes.

Studies of presidential campaigns suggest that candidate efforts to drive public

attention towards preferred issues, or persuade the persuadable, have only a small

electoral yield. Further, election results are predictable well in advance of the fall

campaign period, whereas poll results remain divergent until the end of the campaign

(Gelman & King, 1993; Holbrook, 1996). The apparent drift of public preferences

21
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among presidential candidates towards scholars’ prior expectations appears to take

place roughly during the last one hundred days of the fall campaign (Wlezien &

Erikson, 2002).

However, there is little work that directly addresses the mechanism at work in

these manifestations of campaign timing effects, and their broader implications. Re-

search on the impact of political communications concurs that the ability of elite

actors to persuade is greatly limited, and that members of the public are not all

equally likely to be responsive to the information flows. Specifically, people heed the

salient issues raised by the news media, and adopt the views of elites based on cues

of shared identity or preferences (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987; Zaller, 1992; Lupia & Mc-

Cubbins, 1991). These mechanisms operate conditionally, based on characteristics

of the individual as well as features of the message and context.

In this paper I draw from the latter approach to further investigate the mech-

anisms underlying the public’s dynamic responses to campaigns. In particular, I

evaluate hypotheses about how the persistence of responses to campaign information

might vary across individuals and over time. By persistence, I mean the extent to

which effects are long-lasting or permanent—a crucial factor in determining electoral

implications (see, e.g., Shaw 1999; Wlezien & Erikson, 2002). Existing work suggests

several competing hypotheses for who is likely to exhibit persistent responses, and

how this is influenced by campaign timing or information. I briefly review the rele-

vant theory, detail the hypotheses under consideration, and discuss how the required

statistical models can be estimated using the available observational data. I conclude

with a discussion of the normative implications and proposed directions for future

inquiry.
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Perspectives on campaign dynamics

A handful of broad generalizations can be drawn at present about the impact

of campaigns on voter decisions. Most simply, certain kinds of campaign events

and efforts on the part of campaigns and parties produce demonstrable returns (e.g.

Shaw, 1999). A clear example is the tendency of each nominating convention to

attract voters to its party’s presidential candidate, presumably due to several days

of overwhelmingly positive media attention for that candidate. However, the ef-

fects of campaign information on electoral outcomes tend to be small in absolute

magnitude (Holbrook, 1996). Insofar as citizens’ electoral outcomes do deviate from

pre-campaign expectations, the magnitude in recent elections has been only a few

percentage points. In terms of the dynamics of citizens responses, poll results assess-

ing citizens’ preferences tend to converge to electoral outcomes themselves—which

in turn tend to match pre-campaign forecasts based on static features of the elec-

torate and political conditions (Gelman & King, 1993). This convergence itself is

hypothesized to be a permanent drift in opinion that begins roughly during the last

one hundred days of a presidential campaign (Wlezien & Erikson, 2002).

The above process has been referred to speculatively as the “enlightenment model”

because one interpretation of the observed dynamics is that they represent how cit-

izens learn how their true preferences map onto the candidates. This is only one

possible dynamic progression, however, and we do not know whether all citizens are

subject to it. A more onerous possibility is that opinion change that only lasts a few

days could swing an election. For example, it is often speculated in the last several

Presidential elections that one side or the other could somehow manufacture an “Oc-

tober surprise.” The concern about “October” suggests an implicit assumption that
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campaigns can induce temporary opinion change, that does not represent the fully

enlightened view of the public and due to its instability reverts to a prior equilibrium.

The term conjures an election in which the electorate, having voted for candidate

A in response to event E in late October, would have supported candidate B if E

had not happened and will support B within a short time period, ceteris paribus.

While game-changing events may be far more likely in September, these may be seen

as less deliterious if the electorate has the time to evaluate and reconsider the new

information, along with counter-arguments presented by elites.

Individual differences in the dynamics of candidate evalua-
tions

Despite a moderate amount of work exploring the aggregate-level dynamics of

campaigns—and the immediate and important follow-on of understanding when and

for who campaign effects are strongest and most persistent—there are virtually no

studies addressing the latter questions in tandem. On one hand, panel studies typ-

ically do not interview respondents repeatedly over the short timepsans anticipated

for campaign effects. However, non-panel data are now widely available. As I will

show, there are fairly obvious (if crude) ways of using them to explore levels of persis-

tence of campaign effects for different groups of citizens. A more serious issue may

be the theoretical rigidity of frameworks generally employed to model dynamics.

The most widespread models for representing dynamics—the ARIMA and error-

correction models—enforce orthogonality between forces that produce permanent or

nonstationary and those that produce short-term or stationary dynamics. An alter-

native recently promoted in political science—fractionally-integrated dynamics—are

claimed to be empirically widespread, but are motivated as a reduced-form for ag-
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gregated data, rather than as consequences of substantive phenomena intrinsic to

the units under study.

In what follows, I describe a functional model of individual-level candidate eval-

uation that will serve as the starting point for developing a set of hypotheses about

individual differences in the dynamics of candidate evaluations. These hypotheses

are derived from past literature on campaign dynamics as well as theories of political

communication and psychology. To anticipate, these represent (1) the fact that cer-

tain types of people are relatively more likely to receive persuasive messages—so that

even if shocks are common, they are not expected to be equally felt, (2) that people

are sometimes motivated to selectively accept or reject new information in ways that

bolster or maintain existing attitudes, (3) that a person’s mode of processing for

updating judgments (online- or memory-based) is expected to vary, with a propen-

sity for each that varies across individuals, with implications when the short-term

component of opinion dynamics can be isolated, and (4) that individual/candidate

partisanship shapes the dynamics of responses to focal events like the conventions

and debates, and (5) that certain types of people may be more susceptible to priming

due to shifting media emphasis.

General framework

In the following, I use a terminology for the process of political decision-making

broadly compatible to Zaller (1992). Denote individual i’s hypothetical evaluation

of candidate C at time t as yCi,t. Henceforth I omit reference to the candidate and

drop that superscript. By stating that the evaluation is “hypothetical,” I mean that

it is how the individual would typically judge the candidate if asked by a surveyor

or otherwise motivated to do so, but that it doesn’t always exist outside of that
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context. The evaluation is modeled as a measure of a set of considerations that are

stored in an individual’s memory and which can be used to evaluate the candidate.

For simplicity, I take the set of considerations to be finite with k evaluative implica-

tions
{
∆(0) . . .∆(k)

}
. I then specify candidate evaluations to be formed via a linear

combination of these evaluative implications:

yi,t =
k∑

j=0

w
(j)
i,t ∆

(j)
i,t (2.1)

Aside from the indexing over individual and time, this specification of candidate

evaluation matches typical models of candidate evaluation and relatedly, electoral

choice. An important note about is that, while theoretically the weights w(j)
i,t and all

of the considerations yielding the quantities ∆
(j)
i,t determining candidate evaluations

could vary amonst individuals, our ability to leverage the model empirically requires

that some of these are either measured or shared in common for the population of in-

terest. In other words, we must assume a population with characteristics sufficiently

well-defined by a common model. Most commonly, some of the considerations may

be proxied by a set of respondent characteristics that are thought to be related to

long-term predispositions, and one or more others may be latent signals indexed by

time, hypothetically representing new, common information received by each indi-

vidual over the course of a campaign. The simplest version of such a specification

is:

yi,t =

(
k−1∑
j=0

w
(j)
i,t ∆

(j)
i,t

)
+ τi,t∆

(k)
t (2.2)

Here ∆
(k)
t is the evaluative implication communicated by the common campaign

signal at time t, and τi,t is a weight determining its standard deviation. This is a

trivial instance of campaign dynamics, in which people respond in a transient way to
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common information, but the evaluative implications of this information potentially

die out by the next time period. In contrast, persistent campaign dynamics can be

represented in this specification by supposing that some of the other considerations

∆
(j)
i,t , j < k, are equal to or related to past shocks ∆

(k)
i,s , s < t. Explicitly, for

example, past considerations introduced to the individual by the campaign may

lead to evaluative implications that are weighed in a way that decays with time in

accordance with an autoregressive model:

yi,t =

(
k−1∑
j=0

w
(j)
i,t ∆

(j)
i,t

)
+

1∑
s=∞

(
αs
i,t∆

(k)
t−s

)
+ τi,t∆

(k)
t (2.3)

These weights may decay in other ways. The substantive reasons why we might

often expect such decay is discussed in the sections below. If for a particular indi-

vidual at a certain time, past shocks have effects that do not decay, but add up over

time, then αi,t = 1. Such shocks might for example arise due to a person learning

something important about a candidate, or due to a change in economic conditions.

In the next sections, I talk about how individual differences among respondents lead

us to predict different levels of dynamic variance and different degrees of persistence.

Individual differences in the dynamic variance of candidate evaluations

Zaller’s (1992) RAS (receive, accept, sample) model of judgment can be instanti-

ated in the above form, holding that people construct their opinions when necessary

based on considerations recalled from memory (see also Zaller & Feldman, 1992).

An implication is that individuals with either relatively low or relatively high levels

of political sophistication will have attitudes that are more stable and less subject

to campaign effects and information. In particular, low sophisticates are expected

to be exposed to less political information in the first place, and hence few oppor-
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tunities for persuasion. In terms of the above model, ∆(k)
t may often be zero, and

its expected size expressed via τi,t is is therefore smaller than those with middling

political sophistication. On the other hand, even though high sophisticates are ex-

posed to more information, they already possess the ability to recognize a partisan

or ideological context, and strong predispositions and many considerations enabling

them to construct a counterargument. Their rejection of considerations can again

be translated into a smaller τi,t . Together, these observations suggest that, to be

consistent with Zaller’s model and findings, middle levels of political sophistication

ought to lead to the greatest levels of responsiveness to campaign new information.

An alternative way to operationalize Zaller’s contribution would be to explicitly

model the way in which predispositions and extant considerations lead individuals to

interpret the evaluative implications of campaign information differently, for example

by allowing for an interaction between the dynamic ∆
(k)
t and other considerations to

represent partisan bias. See, e.g., Bartels, (2002).

Individual differences in the persistence of candidate evaluations

Like Zaller’s (1992) RAS model, Lodge & Taber’s (2000) hot cognition model

can be instantiated in the above form. Both models lead to hypotheses concerning

the relationship between persistence of the dynamics of candidate evaluation and

citizens’ levels of political knowledge or sophistication. The RAS model stipulates

memory-based processing—that each evaluation requires a set of considerations in

memory to be sampled and processed (Hastie & Park, 1986). In terms of the above

specification, the∆(j)
i,t ’s are never derived from yi,t−1 but instead come from specific

considerations that are repeatedly brought to bear in evaluating the candidate.

The memory-based model is not explicitly autoregressive since past values of eval-
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uations are never involved. However, the dependence of evaluations on the activation

of concepts in memory is expected to produce dynamic effects such as persistence ef-

fect illustrated in equation 2.3 above. One reason is that the availability of a recently

activated consideration may make it more likely to play a greater role in evaluation,

as observed in the process of priming (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987). Indeed, a primary

role of political communications during campaigns is seen to be their influence on

the salience or importance of particular bits of information (Iyengar & Simon, 2000).

These kinds of effects are expected to be temporary, since—unless it becomes chroni-

cally available—a concept in memory must be repeatedly activated or other concepts

will become the locus of activation. 1 A different source of short-term persistence in

the limitations of memory imply that only a limited number of bits of information

can be incorporated into the judgment, and therefore updating the set of consider-

ations over the course of moving from time t to time t + 1 must involve effectively

downweighting less salient considerations any time the campaign brings to light a

new and useful parcel of information about a candidate.

In contrast, the hot cognition model implies that evaluations are produced on-

line—each is stored as an affective tally associated with the target object in mem-

ory and any new information is immediately used to update one’s associated affect

(Lodge, McGraw, & Stroh, 1990; Lodge & Taber, 2000). In simplest form, this is ex-

plicitly a model in which all effects are permanent. In particular, a simple form of the

online-processing model is instantiated by positing that k = w0 = 1, ∆(0)
t = yi,t−1,

and τi,t∆
(1)
t is the incremental increase or decrease in candidate evaluation implied

by some new piece of information. This leads to candidate evaluations produced by
1This need not always be the case—a permanent shift in salience can have effects akin to that

of learning a piece of information whose implications are not forgotten. For example, an emerging
economic crisis may lead people to increase the weight on a perceived quality of a candidate as
being a good, or poor, economic manager, and this could persist for the remainder of the campaign.
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the non-stationary model yi,t = yi,t−1 + τi,t∆t. Here candidate evaluations are stored

and updated repeatedly, and that they always reflect the entire past history even if

no information about the contributing considerations is recalled.

Psychologists working on judgment tend to identify the cognitive processing in-

volved as potentially involving either memory-based or online- processing, depending

on attributes of the individual and context (Hastie & Park, 1986; Redlawsk & Lau).

When a person knows in advance that an evaluation will be required—which may

be true for many during a political campaign—he or she may be motivated to con-

tinually process new information. To express an opinion when an online attitude is

available, an individual needs only to recall it from memory. However, the effort

required to be attentive to new information is typically thought of as only worth

the effort for those of very high political knowledge or sophistication (Lodge, et al.

1995). In contrast, individuals with relatively low levels of sophistication may re-

construct their judgments from memory each time an evaluation is required. This

is consistent with the scenario investigated in Byers, Davidson, & Peel (1997) for

the responsiveness of public opinion polls: that the population is heterogeneous with

regard to how it processes information and combines elements of the above two pro-

cesses. Some, relatively committed individuals exhibit relatively high persistence and

little responsiveness to new information. Other, relatively uncommitted individuals

exhibit relatively low persistence and high responsiveness to new information.

Based on these findings of individual differences, and the identification of online-

processing with dynamic persistence via the incorporation of stored past evaluations

into present evaluations, I posit first that those with relatively high political knowl-

edge or sophistication will tend to exhibit greater persistence in their opinion change.

However, to be clear, this hypothesis is not entirely unambiguous. Although the sim-
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ple form of the online-processing model described above is obviously an integrated

(non-stationary) time-series model in terms of the evaluative implications of new in-

formation, a memory-based model of campaign learning could also be non-stationary

if people learn new considerations and do not forget them. However, as I have ar-

gued, cognitive limitations would mean that some bits of information are forgotten

by the time an individual is called upon to make a judgment. If we assume these

limitations are least among those of high sophistication, then they ought to exhibit

the greatest persistence.2

If people engage in a mixture of these processes, and also learn new information

during campaigns, the implications differ depending on how and when this mixing

occurs. If, with a certain probability, an affective tally is stored, and otherwise the

tally is discarded and available considerations in memory are used, then we can

expect stationary dynamics but with a higher level of dependence than we would

expect due to the occasional use of perfectly persistent tallies.3On the other hand, if

the tally is retained but not always used, then a person’s evaluations will consist of
2Nor does Zaller’s memory-based account provide much explicit guidance. Zaller distinguishes

an equilibrium attitude from context effects (p. 69), but seems to provide no mechanism whereby
some pieces of information are accepted permanently, but others are allowed to be forgotten. Three
ways to resolve this are: allow all attitudes to be forgotten, suggest that nothing is ever forgotten,
or provide an “integration” mechanism which reinforces and remodels some memories as citizens
gain expertise. Zaller himself notes that the model lacks an “integration” step (as Zaller notes on
page 281) to explain long-term learning

3Formally, define a person’s processing mode in terms of a random variable Ai,t with Ai,t = 1
implying forming or updating a stored tally, and Ai,t < 1 memory-based processing as meaning
Ai,t < 1, where Ai,t is random and its realization is the autoregressive coefficient αi,t, and suppose
people receive and process only one consideration of new information at each time-period whose
evaluative implication isτi,t∆i,t in order to update yi,t. Without loss of generality, suppose that
under memory-based processing, all prior considerations decay geometrically as in equation 2.3, so
that under memory-based processing, yi,t = αi,tyi,t−1+∆i,,tTo represent the fact that people might
engage in one or the other form of processing, and their propensities depend on their characteristics,
let Bi,t be Bernoulli with a probability pi,t of online processing depending on these characteristics.
Then we have

yi,,t =

{
yi,,t +∆i,t if Bi,t = 1

αi,tyi,t−1 +∆i,t o. w.

and therefore marginalizing over Bi,t,
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a component that is permanent and a component that is transitory. At the end of

this chapter, I consider a model that allows for such a possibility by incorporating

both stationary and non-stationary components.

Individual differences in measurement error

A basic source of heterogeneity is that we expect relatively more sophisticated

citizens to exhibit more stable responses and less measurement error (Basilli & Kros-

nick, 2000). This will be reflected by a lower variance for the “innovations” term ∆i,t

relative to less politically sophisticated citizens.

Current Study

Based on the above discussion, I consider the following three hypotheses in the

present study.

H1: Relatively more politically sophisticated citizens ought to exhibit

greater persistence in the impact of past evaluations.

H2: Relatively more politically sophisticated citizens ought to exhibit less

measurement error in their opinions.

E [yi,t |yi,t−1 ] = pi,t (yi,t−1 − µi +∆i,t) + (1− pi,t) (αi,t (yi,t−1 − µi) + ∆i,t)

= βi,t (yi,t−1 − µi) + ∆i,t

with βi,t ≡ pi,t + αi,t − αi,tpi,t = αi,t + (1− αi,t) pi,t. Based on this appearance of βi,t, we see
explicitly that groups of individuals who are more likely to engage in online processing in any given
time-period (a larger pit) will exhibit a larger βi,t with the limiting cases βi,t = 1 for pi,t = 1 and
βi,t = αi,t for pi,t = 0.
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Research Methods

Data & Measurement

The two main data sources available for evaluating the detailed dynamics of

attitudes towards candidates are the Continuous Time Monitoring Survey of the

1984 American National Election Studies (ANES) (Miller, 2000), and the rolling

cross-sections collected as part of the National Annenberg Election Studies (NAES)

(Romer, et al, 2004). The critical measures within these surveys are questions that

assess the favorability of respondents towards presidential candidates over the course

of the campaign periods in which they were conducted. Beyond the explanatory fac-

tors that are hypothesized to be related to the dynamics of judgments, determinants

of favorability towards candidates potentially include any of the respondent charac-

teristics and judgments thought to be relevant to vote choice.

The NAES studies include (or are expected to include) representative repeated

cross-sections of the U.S. population, collected at daily randomly spaced time-points

during the 2000, 2004, and 2008 election campaigns. Other recent work (Shaw, 1999)

finds persistence in campaign effects over the course of periods from one to ten days

apart. That is, he shows that the effect of a particular event is completely realized

within the span of several days. I utilized three day spans because at this level of

aggregation, every combination of political knowlege, party identification, and the

the time indicator, contained at least one observation.

Inferences about dynamic responses are possible using the NAES data using

pseudo-panel estimation methods. The basic idea is that, although we lack past

observations for each individual, we may still be able to impute characteristics of

their potential responses at past time points based on the set of all other observa-

tions observed at that time point. This idea has been used to develop the so-called
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pseudo-panel estimation strategy (e.g. Deaton, 1985; Moffitt, 1993; Varbeek & Vella

2005; Varbeek, 2008; Wooldridge, 2008) that I propose for the observational analyses

in the following section. Further, the use of one-hundred point thermometer rating

scales implies an additional complication of measurement that I discuss in the future

directions section below.

Basic Model & Estimation

When we substitute information concerning the responses of a distinct sample of

individuals for a genuine history of each individual, we inevitably introduce violations

of the basic moment conditions on which small-sample estimators rely. For example,

the OLS ‘pseudo-panel’ estimator I develop in this paper based on projecting past

responses onto the characteristics of present individuals, will be biased insofar as

the estimated lagged terms deviate from the true lagged terms. However, unlike

many instances of measurement error, the estimator is consistent provided we can

make certain assumptions, such as that determinants of present response (other than

the lagged dependent variable) are serially independent (Varbeek & Vella, 2008).

Further, if we wish to model the response in terms of other dynamic covariates,

a simple extension of the pseudo-panel estimation strategy leads to a valid 2SLS

estimator.

Consider a standard AR(1) model of persistence in an individual’s evaluations of

a candidate. To start with, I assume a fixed autoregressive parameter α, and ignore

all constant individual-level considerations. The resulting model is:

yi,t = αyi,t−1 +∆i,t (2.4)

When a true panel is available, we observe all quantities except the autoregressive

parameter αt (determining the quantity of interest, the persistence of shocks to the
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individuals’ evaluations from one time period to the next), and the innovations ∆i,t

(representing the individual’s updated evaluations with the new information avail-

able at time t). Estimation of these unknowns would be relatively straightforward.

If the innovations were uncorrelated, an OLS regression estimator is unbiased for

αt. If the above model is properly specified, we might still expect ∆i,t to exhibit

serial correlation, since campaign information sources are likely to deliver fairly sim-

ilar messages over any short timespan. In the case of serial autocorrelation in the

innovations, the OLS estimator would be biased due to the simultaneous correlation

between yi,t−1 and ∆i,t. That could be dealt with by adding to the model additional

lagged realizations yi,t−s, s > 1, and then estimating it using OLS—if that were suffi-

cient to account for the more extended persistence. Alternatively, a FGLS estimation

strategy could be used to account for a more complicated form of persistence.

In the following, I follow with some modification the developments of Varbeek

& Vella (2008) and Franklin, (1989). When we do not have a true panel, we do

not observe yi,t−1 for each individual. We may still be able to adequately estimate

the equation (2.4) above with a pseudo-panel estimator that utilizes information

available from other individuals who were measured at time t − 1. We begin by

forming an estimate of the true, unobserved lagged responses. The expected value

E [yi,t−1] minimizes the sum of squared deviations from these lagged responses. We

have also that E [yi,t−1] = E [yj,t−1]. Therefore, a good estimate of the population

mean of observed lagged responses might provide an estimate of the unobserved

lagged responses with desirable properties. Given no information other than the set

of measured responses at time t−1, an estimate is given by the OLS regression on time

dummies, backcasted one period. This estimate, the lagged mean
∑

j yj,t−1 ≡ ȳt−1,

is the best linear unbiased prediction of the population mean lagged response, and
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therefore the best linear predictor of the true, unobserved lagged response.

The lagged response can be expressed in terms of the estimate by yi,t−1 = ȳt−1 +

di,t−1. Substituting in equation (2.4) above, we obtain:

yi,t = αȳt−1 + αdi,t−1 +∆i,t (2.5)

Here the unobserved measurement error di,t−1 is correlated with the included regres-

sor ȳt−1, but asymptotically the correlation diminishes to zero (Varbeek & Vella,

2005). Therefore, provided that ∆i,t is uncorrelated, an OLS estimator of α based

on equation (2.5) will be consistent. As above, additional estimates of the lagged

responses, or FGLS, could be utilized in the case that ∆i,t exhibits serial correlation.

Recall that above I ignored any constant individual-specific considerations, such

that each individual would tend towards zero in the absence of new information.

Suppose in fact that the correct specification includes a baseline judgment µi that

reflects the evaluative implications of considerations that are not changed over the

course of the campaign. When true panel data are available including measures

proxying such a baseline, then direct estimation of µi is important to ensure that

non-zero autoregressive parameters or autocorrelation in the innovations convey the

persistence of responses to new information, rather than cross-sectional variation in

predispositions. In the absence of true panel data, the availability of measurements

of individuals’ predispositions related to µi allows us to obtain a better estimate of

the unobservable lagged response than the sample mean ȳt−1, in a way that will be

explained below. However, for the same reason of deconfounding individual-specific

effects from correlated dynamics as described above, we must begin by specifying

these constant factors in the response model.

In particular, suppose we observe a set of constant background characteristics for
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each individual z⃗i such that µi = z⃗Ti β⃗ for some β⃗—that is, the variables in z⃗i are

characteristics that are thought to be related to candidate evaluations. For example,

we might observe the party identification and race of each individual, and these are

strong indicators of his or her propensity to like a candidate (assuming the party

identification of the candidate is known). Assume that individuals update their

evaluations in the same way as specified above, so that we can write:

yi,t − µi = α (yi,t−1 − µi) + ∆i,t (2.6)

yi,t = z⃗T β⃗ + α
(
yt−1 − z⃗T β⃗

)
+∆i,t (2.7)

The logic we use to develop an estimator using added covariates parallels that

which justifies the use of the lagged mean ȳt−1 above. The conditional expectation

E [yi,t−1 |z⃗i ] minimizes the sum of squared deviations from the unobserved lagged

responses. Since E [yi,t−1 |z⃗i ] = E [yj,t |z⃗i ], a good estimate of the population condi-

tional mean response in the previous period—conditional upon the population having

the characteristics of the individuals observed in the current period—might provide

an estimator of the lagged responses with desireable properties. Not surprisingly, an

estimate can be formed via OLS regression on time dummies as well as the observed

covariates, backcasted one period.

There are two important types of individual characteristics that determine how

z⃗i can best be structured and hence the nature of our regression-type estimator for

the lagged reponse. First, there may be a small number of mutually exclusive groups

of individuals expected to be similar in their responses, and which are determined

exogeneously from the dependent variables and error terms. For example, party

membership is a strong determinant of individuals’ responses to campaigns, and we

can expect members of each party to exhibit similar temporal patterns of candi-
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date evaluations during a presidential campaign. Note that we must assume that

identifying with one party or another (or no party) is exogeneous here, such that

people are not changing parties in response to the candidates or the campaign, and

accept any bias that results to the extent that this isn’t true.4 The temporal pat-

terns of party categorization are expected to be good predictors of lagged individual

responses yi,t−1 which we cannot observe. To make use of mutually exclusive groups

such as party membership, we include an interaction of time and group dummies

in the backcasting regression used to estimate E [yi,t−1 |z⃗i ], a time-group dummy is

used to identify the separate trajectory for each group.

On the other hand, there may be time-constant covariates that distinguish indi-

vidual prior evaluations but which do not influence how individuals respond to the

campaign. For example (though perhaps not in 2008), we might suppose that racial

differences primarily influence affinity for the Republican or Democratic candidate,

but do not lead to different types of responses to the campaign. However, race is

still an important predictor of candidate evaluations that might help us to form a

better estimate of lagged responses via E [yi,t−1 |z⃗i ]. We include covariates that are

thought to have constant effects across groups and over time additively rather than

interactively.

Suppose z⃗ ⋆T
i,t represents for a given individual at a given time a row vector of

indicator variables for every cohort-time combination, along with other covariates,

and Z⋆ represents the matrix stacking all these row vectors. Then the backcasted

OLS estimate ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 of the lagged value yi,t−1 is:

ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 = z⃗ ⋆T

i,t

(
Z⋆TZ⋆

)−1
Z⋆T y⃗, (2.8)

4This is a reason not to employ the full seven-point scale that incorporates a relatively malleable
measure of partisan strength.
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The estimate y ⋆
i,t−1 deviates from the true but unobservable lagged response with

yi,t−1 = ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 + d⋆i,t−1. Substituting in the response model with covariates given by

equation (2.7), we obtain:

yi,t = λ+ z⃗ ⋆T
i,t β + αȳ ⋆

i,t−1 + αdi,t−1 +∆i,t (2.9)

The pseudo-panel estimator can be formed by an OLS regression of this equation

provided that the error terms are not serially correlated. When the number of

cross-sectional samples is large, the measurement error di,t−1 should have a relatively

trivial correlation with the included regressor ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 (Varbeek & Vella, 2005). On

the other hand, if serial autocorrelation of the innovations ∆i,t is present, ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 will

be correlated with ∆i,t in a non-vanishing way. Again, additional estimates of the

lagged responses could be included in the model, in the event that ∆i,t exhibits serial

correlation, in order to ensure that the serial autocorrelation is eliminated.5

In this initial pilot study, I assume that, aside from a set of fixed individual

considerations µi =
(∑k−1

j=0 w
(j)
i ∆

(j)
i

)
that are proxied by a set of observed covari-

ates, the dynamics of candidate evaluations can be captured by an AR(5) stationary

model, spanning 5 lags of 3 days each for a total of fifteen days. If in fact the true

dynamics are non-stationary, at least for some individuals, I expect approximate

non-parametric estimates of the impulse response over this time-period to exhibit

the failure of dynamic responses to decay.6

It seems possible that candidate evaluations will change systematically over rela-

tively short time frames during political campaigns, requiring a more general model

than that described above. Indeed, such episodic shifts involving non-stationary dy-
5Alternatively, some kind of FGLS estimator might be constructed to address such correlation,

though to my knowledge the effectiveness of this procedure has not been discussed.
6I say “approximate” here because, although the estimates are strictly parametric, the use of

such a high-order model is used solely to estimate the impulse response and calculate summary
statistics, rather than to estimate specific parameters.
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namics are an important part of responses, for example, to many debates (e.g., Shaw,

1999; Wlezien & Erikson, 2012). To improve the model in these cases, covariates that

specify the amplitude of the campaign impulse ought to be included as predictors,

or alternatively the model must incorporate a non-stationary latent component as

described at the end of this chapter.

Generalization: Relating Persistence to Political Sophistication

Although I have suggested using a simple autoregressive model, the exact dynamic

structure that is appropriate for changes in candidate evaluations is unknown. In

order to assess the relationship between persistence and political sophistication, I

instead estimate a high-order autoregressive model and then invert the estimates to

produce an approximate non-parametric estimate of the impulse response function

(IRF).7 The impulse response function (IRF) measures for each j the effect on a

variable in a future period t+ j of a unit change in a variable that affects yi,t during

the present period t. By definition, IRF (0) = 1, and IRF (j) declines steeply with

j depending on the persistence of the response of yi,t to the variables that affect it.

A variable that exhibits strongly persistent responses will take a long time to return

to its prior value in response to even a very temporary shock.

Researchers have sought to summarize the extent of persistence using a measure

called the mean lag length, defined for a strictly positive IRF. The mean lag length

summarizes the persistence of effects on yi,t+j by treating the IRF as an unnormalized

probability distribution and computing the expected lag with respect to this distri-

bution. This amounts to a weighted average of the possible lag between present

and future effect, j, weighting by the size of the impulse response function IRF (j)

7An improvement to the procedure used here might be the method of flexible local regressions
as described by Jorda (2004), but in the present version I use the standard method of transforming
the estimated AR coefficients to the corresponding MA coefficients to find the IRF.
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. That is, µL =
∑∞

j=0 j × IRF (j)/
∑∞

j=0 IRF (j), so that bigger values of µL imply

that a variable exhibits longer periods of adjustment in its responses. As estimated

impulse responses can be (and often are) negative, IRF (j)/
∑∞

j=0 IRF (j) is not al-

ways a proper probability distribution. In order to assess persistence, I restrict this

computation to the set of coefficients prior to the first negative IRF coefficient.

From this, it is trivial to estimate the mean (or median) lag lengths. These

measure the typical amount of time a unit shock to candidate evaluation persists in

influencing responses. Thus, a mean lag length of zero implies that shocks influence

citizens’ judgments of candidates immediately and there is no persistence over time.

A larger value implies that shocks have an effect that accumulates over time. In

order to address the issue of negative impulse responses (see De Boef & Keele, 2005),

I treat these as “missing data”, setting them to zero.

Results

My initial results assess the dynamics of Bush and Gore approvals during roughly

the last one hundred days of the 2000 presidential general election campaign, using

the 2000 NAES rolling cross sections (Romer et al., 2004). My dependent variables

are 100pt approval scales for the two candidates.

A challenging aspect of the application of the current techniques to this partic-

ular dataset is that the available political knowledge questions (factual questions

related to policy) were only asked during the primary season. To measure political

sophistication during the general eleciton, I constructed an auxillary penalized linear

regression of an index formed from these responses on a large number of demographic

variables that are likely to be related to political knowledge.8 The fitted values from
8The penalized regression technique is known as LARS (Efron et al., 2003) and is employed here

as a way to effectively impute political knowledge, due to the fact that the ideal model is unknown
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this measure for respondents during the final 100 days were divided into quintiles

and used to assign respondents to cohorts by political knowledge and party-id for the

pseudo-panel estimation of the general election campaign. A replication of the anal-

ysis using education rather than imputed political knowledge found substantively

similar results. Below are the primary and auxilliary models, respectively, I used to

specify an entirely separate dynamic process for members of each party. I constrain

the dynamic parameter to be the same for members of each party, and include other

important covariates of candidate evaluations.
yi,t =

∑
αj ȳ

⋆
i,t−j+γ1Partyi+γ2Socialissuesi+γ3Econissuesi+γ4agei+γ5age

2
i+γ6incomei+

γ7femalei + γ8marriedi + γ9southi + γ10blacki + γ11edui
ȳ ⋆
i,t−1 =

−−−−−−−−−−−→
Timei × Partyi · Θ⃗ + φ1Social issuesi + φ2Econ issuesi + φ3agei + φ4age

2
i

+φ5incomei + φ6femalei + φ7marriedi + φ8southi + φ9blacki + φ10edui

I employ OLS pseudo-panel estimators at three-day lags. This specification in-

cludes lags up to 5×3 day periods, as well as several covariates. Figures 2.1 and

2.2 show comparisons of the mean lag length for evaluations of Bush, consistent

with the idea of hypothesis H1 that persistence generally increases with levels of

political knowledge. The displayed 95% confidence envelopes were computed us-

ing a non-parametric bootstrap procedure, based on the percentile method (thereby

avoiding either imposing an arbitrary transformation or intervals containing inad-

missable parameter values). However, the confidence interval for each of the impulse

response coefficients is large and includes zero, suggesting little evidence of any dy-

namic response whatsoever. For Gore, the summary measure seems to suggest the

that persistence decreases with levels of political knowledge, inconsistent with H1.

A closer look at the impulse response functions for Gore, Figures 2.5 - 2.9, among

those with high levels of knowledge indicates that part of this might be due to the

particular choice of mean-lag length measure that cuts off any positive portion of the

and the full model would be expected to produce overly variable imputations.
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lag after the first negative impulse response coefficient. For this group, the IRF is

positive (but not significant) at long lags, hinting that there may be some long-term

dependence. However, again, the confidence interval for each of the impulse response

coefficients includes zero. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate how the estimated regression

standard errors consistently diminish with increased political knowledge—consistent

with hypothesis H2.

Future Directions

Response Scale

The favorability ratings used in the NAES—like an ANES thermometer scale—attracts

many responses near the minimum, midpoint, and maximum of the scale. An

anchoring-and-adjustment process might account for the prevalence of certain re-

sponses. That is, people may first construct a response that is either the minimum,

midpoint, or maximum scale points using their available attitude. Then if they find

that potential response mismatches their attitude to a degree that is unsatisfactory,

use that as an anchor but adjust their response in the direction of their perceived

attitude. 9

Parametric Model

While we often think of the benefits of the multilevel model in terms of “sharing

strength” for inferences among observations with similar attributes (c.f. Bartels,
9Several attempts have been made to account for the problem of interpersonal incomparability

of the thermometer scales—see, e.g. Brady, 1985. Based on Brady’s formulation of the problem,
some of my work on random coefficients modeling might be helpful if the only problem were biased
estimates of the variance-covariance matrix. Alternatively, the semantic definition given in these
types of questions may be taken to imply that the minimum, midpoint, and maximum of the
scale can be treated as comparable ordinal measures and the data ought to be coarsened to a 3-
point scale. This would only be justifiable if the correlation in measurement errors between the
thermometer and other individual-level variables or cohort indicators were a more severe problem
than the attenuation bias that coarsening would likely produce.
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1996), in this case it is absolutely essential that we recognize some commonality

among individuals interviewed at the same time. Because of the strong differentiating

role of party identification in terms of both what information people receive and how

they process it (Bartels, 2002), I have above assumed that individuals identifying

with a common party label exhibit common responses to information at any given

time point, so that ∆i,t is effectively ∆Partyi,t. From here on out, I assume that we

are dealing with only members of one party and omit reference to those subscripts.

In addition to sharing the same informative signal due to their common party

affiliation, I assume that subgroups of individuals with the same level of political

knowledge exhibit the same degree of responsiveness and persistence in their opinions.

That is, αi is effectively αK(i) and σi is effectively σK(i). Given these assumptions, I re-

express the above specification as a multilevel dynamic model whose individual-level

specification includes a separate dynamic random effect for each political knowledge

group, multiplied by a dummy variable kij indicating whether respondent i belonged

to knowledge group j. I collect the dynamic random effects λtj in a vectorλ⃗t and

re-express the model as follows:

yi,t = µi +
∑
j

kijλtj (2.10)

λ⃗1t = Aλ⃗1(t−1) + ξ⃗t (2.11)

Here the time level equation is a vector autoregression of the random effects with

a matrix of autoregressive parameters A and correlated errors ξ⃗t. To express the

above assumptions of common persistence and information, I let A = Diagonal (αi),

so that in this case, the random effects are seemingly unrelated AR(1) time-series. I

assume perfect correlation but unequal variance of the innovations ξ⃗t across groups,
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so V ar
(
ξ⃗t

)
= σ⃗ξσ⃗

T
ξ .

The remainder of this document discusses a set of preliminary results illustrating

how political knowledge conditioned the dynamics of NAES respondents’ evaluations

of Gore and Bush during the 2000 Presidential general election. Initial suspicions

of non-stationary dynamics for both dependent variables and in most subsets of the

data, as well as heteroskedasticity across levels of political knowledge, led me to fur-

ther extend the above model to incorporate two additional sets of random effects:

a time-level random walk and time-level random intercepts. I subscript these with

j because I assume these are nested within political knowledge groups just like the

short term dynamics described above. Substantively, these can be interpreted as

terms that capture persuasion that appeared to permanently shift respondents’ eval-

uations, and contextual fluctuations (or sampling variability). Again, I incorporate

these into the specification by multiplying each by a dummy indicating an individ-

ual’s political knowledge, and assume the errors are correlated but with potentially

different variances across levels of political knowledge. Collecting the dynamic ran-

dom effects πtj and λtj into vectors π⃗t and λ⃗t, I give the form of the model that

represents over-time dynamics in candidate evaluations as a function of political

knowledge10:
10Evaluations of Bush or Gore among either Republicans, Democrats, or Independents are mod-

eled separately. Attributes of the individual consisted of the same regressors included in the earlier
analysis.
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yi,t = µi + k⃗T
i λ⃗1t + k⃗T

i π⃗2t + k⃗T
i ξ⃗1t (2.12)

λ⃗t = Aλ⃗1(t−1) + ξ⃗2t (2.13)

π⃗t = π⃗t + ξ⃗3t (2.14)

V ar
(
ξ⃗t

)
= σ⃗ξσ⃗ξ

T (2.15)

While the specification looks quite complex, it is input into ‘hetdyn’ as a response

model and four simple calls to set up each error component (individual-level, AR(1),

time-level, and unit root). For example, below is the command that sets up the

multilevel model of Gore evaluations among Independents only using the 2000 NAES

rolling cross sections:

hetdyn(response = evalgore~1, Independent( ~ 1 ),
Structured( list( ~ polknowfactor - 1, dynamics=''autoregressive'' ),
list( ~ polknowfactor - 1, dynamics = ''integrated'' ),
list( ~ polknowfactor - 1, dynamics = ''none'' ), index = ~ threedaycount - 1,
covariances = ~ U(3) + P(5),
window = 15 ), data = gen[(gen$isD == 0) & (gen$isR == 0), ])

Maximum likelihood estimates were computed for the parameters in the loglikeli-

hood, for each of the combinations of party identification and target candidate (each

included approximately 9000 to 10000 cases over 39 three-day time-periods during

the fall Presidential campaign period). I omit further discussion of the results, as I

found no evidence of either non-stationary dynamics nor transient dynamics in any

of these results, consistent with the analysis earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Semiparametric estimate of mean lag length for evaluations of Bush by
levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 2.2: Semiparametric estimate of mean lag length for evaluations of Gore by
levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 2.3: Regression standard error of pseudo-panel regression of evaluations of
Bush by levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 3: Regression standard error of pseudo-panel regression of evaluations of Bush by
levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 2.4: Regression standard error of pseudo-panel regression of evaluations of
Gore by levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 4: Regression standard error of pseudo-panel regression of evaluations of Gore by
levels of political knowledge.
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Figure 2.5: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Gore over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 1
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Figure 2.6: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Gore over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 2
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Figure 2.7: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Gore over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 3
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Figure 2.8: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Gore over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 4
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Figure 2.9: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Gore over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 5
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Figure 2.10: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Bush over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 1
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Figure 2.11: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Bush over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 2
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Figure 2.12: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Bush over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 3
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Figure 2.13: Nonparametric impulse response functions for Independent evaluations
of Bush over 3 day periods at political knowledge level 4
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Figure 2.14: Nonparametric impulse response functions for evaluations of Bush over
3 day periods at political knowledge level 5
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CHAPTER III

Approaches to Practical Bayesian Inference for
Large-scale Random Effects Models

The multi-level dynamic model introduced in the previous chapter is useful be-

cause it represents many subtleties of campaign effects without throwing away im-

portant cross-sectional information. Political analysts might apply such models in

circumstances involving rare events and occasional structural breaks, and/or in which

units are subject to these phenomena on a basis contingent on their characteristics.

While a classical approach such as maximum likelihood estimation provides a feasi-

ble option for inference, these models can exhibit multi-modality (Liu et al., 2003).

Furthermore, the required sample size for asymptotic assumptions to be adequate

(especially with correlated data) is unclear.

Motivated by this concern about classical approaches, I devote this chapter and

the following one to the development of a Bayesian inference framework for general

multi-level models and the investigation of computationally efficient (and therefore

practical) inference strategies. Within the constraint of blockwise linearity and mode-

separability, such models can include non-normal effects, non-normal responses, and

even certain forms of non-linearity. The implication is that we can construct a global

quadratic approximation for these models based on the least squares estimator. This

61
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in turn is used in Gibbs and Pseudo-marginal Metropolis samplers for large-scale

non-normal random effects models. In the remainder of this chapter, I detail the

theory of and motivations behind the proposed framework.

Bayesian Computational Inference by Monte Carlo and Markov-
Chain Monte Carlo

Bayesian inference methods are now widely used by political scientists in quan-

titative research, both to incorporate prior information or induce smoothing, and

as a means for inference in cases where asymptotic approaches are intractable or

untrusted. Bayesians augment likelihood models that express political theories with

a set of priors that represent uncertain beliefs about the state of the world. Using

these two ingredients, Bayesian inference applies Bayes Law to produce a posterior

distribution that summarizes beliefs about the state of the world after exposure to

the observed data:

f (θ, γ |y ) = f (y |θ, γ ) f(θ, γ)
f (y)

In certain pairings of prior distributions and likelihoods—possessing conjugacy—the

posterior of the parameters is in the same family of densities as the priors. In these

cases, the posterior can be given in closed form so that its parameters can be exactly

specified in terms of summary statistics of the data. Then inference can proceed

using formulae much like the celebrated ordinary least squares formula of classical

inference. It is tempting to choose a prior to be conjugate to achieve this simplifica-

tion of the posterior distribution. However, prior beliefs are often difficult to elicit,

and/or we wish to express prior ignorance as a matter of scientific method. Unfor-

tunately, uninformative priors under conjugacy are often distributions near the edge
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of an acceptable parameter space. The limiting distribution typically doesn’t exist,

and it’s not clear how close to the edge we need to be sufficiently ignorant.

More principled strategies utilize priors that are selected via criteria other than

conjugacy, and often lead to non-conjugate models. For example, one might select

an uninformative prior by a principle such as maximum entropy, or—in the case

of random effects which are actually nuisance parameters—based on an elicitation

concerning the nature of the underlying events and common covariance (see Chapter

2). Prior distributions must be selected with care—for example, the function π(θ) =

1 or some other function that conveys our beliefs without being a true density can

sometimes serve as a prior—in which case it is called improper. However, if this also

yields an improper posterior that does not integrate to one as a probability density

must, then numerical or graphical summaries and model comparison are impossible.

With a non-conjugate model, we must find some way to draw inferences without

having a closed form for the posterior. Conceptually, we are almost there just by

computing the joint distribution, since Bayes’ Law states that the conditional dif-

fers only by a normalizing constant. However, to develop a useful summary of the

parameters, we must either obtain a sample from them or normalize the posterior.

Usually, neither are easily obtained. It is hypothetically possible to normalize the

entire posterior by numerical integration, but the number of function evaluations

grows exponentially with dimensionality. No computational scheme claims to accu-

rately integrate problems with dimensionality greater than about 100. Features can

become become unimaginably difficult to measure in problems of this size. For exam-

ple, the volume of a unit hypersphere in that dimension is on the order of 10−70 times

smaller than that of the volume of a unit cube (Hahn, 2006). These are problems

that hypothetically can be solved by Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods,
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which benefit from estimation errors that theoretically decline with the square root

of the sample size, in the case of Monte Carlo—or better, for quasi-Monte Carlo.

In recent years, political scientists and others using Bayesian inference have fo-

cused instead on Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods. Such

methods provide well-known ways to exploit specific model structures in construct-

ing posterior samplers. A conventional MCMC algorithm produces a dependent

sequence of draws in which memory is only one time-step in duration: that is, con-

ditioning on the previous time-step eliminates all dependency on prior time-steps.

Asymptotically as the sequence grows to infinite length, each draw is a dependent

draw from the true posterior.

Many political scientists use BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling)

or variants such as JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Sampler) for MCMC and related

sampling methods. Given a statement of a model in the form of a symbolic (or even

diagrammatic) representation of the data-generating-process, these programs deduce

posterior dependencies among the parameters and then use an expert system to

construct a sampling algorithm to draw (or approximately draw) from the posterior

distribution. Usefully, these tools can also automate many aspects of tuning and

visualization.

BUGS or JAGS will identify conjugacy and deduce part of the posterior it can

sample from whenever possible, but usually at least some part of the model re-

quires a more general-purpose MCMC algorithm—e.g. one of the Gibbs, Metropolis,

Metropolis-Hastings, or slice-sampling algorithms. Gibbs sampling is possible when-

ever one can sample from the complete conditional densities (or discrete probabilities)

of every unobserved quantity represented in the posterior. These are the conditional

posterior distributions given all of the other parameters and the observed data. A
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simple Gibbs sampling update, given in Algorithm III.1, simply alternates draws

from these densities, in some sequence, and replaces the current value with the sam-

pled value. Amazingly, repeated alternation of such draws leads to a sequence that

converges eventually to a sequence of draws from the joint posterior density.

Whenever the complete conditional distributions are unavailable, two major al-

ternatives are the Metropolis and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. The updates

are given in Algorithms III.2 and III.3 (Metropolis et al., 1963; Hastings, 1970).

(Metropolis-Hastings actually serves as a general form encompassing most Bayesian

computational methods.) The basic idea of these algorithms is that an arbitrary

proposal can be used for each parameter, but an acceptance step must be used to

correct for discrepancies between the proposal distribution and the target posterior.

MCMC algorithms must preserve a property called detailed balance to ensure that

draws from the target distribution are only updated in a way that leads to another

such draw. The difference between the two updates is that, to preserve detailed bal-

ance for non-symmetric proposals, the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance ratio includes

a ratio correcting for any imbalance between the forward and reverse prpoosals. In

contrast, the Metropolis algorithm applies to symmetric proposals and preserves

detailed balance without any correction.

These basic strategies turn out to be difficult to apply to the very large, non-

standard models discussed in the previous chapter. They can take many hours to

yield an inference. Much of the problem is that, while chains produced by simple

updates are guaranteed to converge under weak conditions, and often exhibit the

essential property of ergödicity yielding an efficient sampling mechnism, the practi-

cality of these methods depends on careful tuning and supervision for each specific

data analysis. As a result, Bayesian methodologists have sought to develop globally
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adaptive methods that automatically tune the samplers. Arguably with more suc-

cess, they have developed alternative methods that can adapt locally to the many

features of the posterior density at each location, such as the slice-sampler and dif-

fusions such as the No-U-Turn sampler.

As a starting point, I make use of the mode-separable representation developed

in Chapter 1 to produce a Blockwise Metropolis-Hasings sampler that alternately

updates the hyperparameters and samples from an approximation to the conditional

posterior distribution of the latent states. The updates for the hyperparameters

are a symmetric random walk based on Algorithm III.2, whereas the updates for the

random effects are non-symmetric and based on Algorithm III.3. The approximation

is a multivariate elliptical draw whose mean and covariance match the normal-linear

case, but having a Student tail to bound the true conditional posterior. Further

details are available in the Appendix.1

In accordance with suggestions in the literature on Bayesian computation for

sampling from random effects models, the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

targets both the hyperparameters and random effects simultaneously. However, tar-

geting both is not strictly necessary—and potentially problematic—when deriving

inferences on the hyperparameters is the central goal. It is well-known that depen-

dence between the hyperparameters and random effects leads to deficiencies that
1This sampling strategy is designed for a wide class of models: those whose random effects and

likelihood are log-quasi-concave as a function of the random effects—conditioning blockwise on other
parameters—and such that each are bounded by a known power function. In the simplest case, all
random effects have quasi-concave densities that are a priori independent, and the likelihood is a
linear or a monotonic transformation of the random effects. This implies that the linear-Gaussian
approximation has a unique solution. To attain further generality such as a GARCH specification,
to improve on the linear-Gaussian approximation via the method of scale mixtures, or to represent
any other hierarchy of parameters, such conditions need only be met blockwise. In that case, all
random effects can be initialized at random, optimized sequentially to locate a joint mode (a fixed
point must exist due to conditional quasi-concavity), and then drawn sequentially from the elliptical
approximation to that mode.
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can delay convergence from poor starting points. In simple terms, small variance

parameters conditionally imply small random effects and vice-versa (Gelman, 2008).

A more subtle point, apparently unnoticed in past work, is that we should expect

the computation of the Hastings ratio for updating the latent parameters to be com-

putationally expensive, as it requires solving an additional inverse problem.

Based on my initial experiences with this sampler, I propose an alternative

to Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings, the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis strategy, which

seeks convergence only for the hyperparameters despite the intractability of their

marginal distribution.

Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis (PMM)

Algorithm III.1 Gibbs Update
for i = 1 to I do

Draw ϑ′
i ∼ f (ϑ′

i|ϑ−i)
ϑi ← ϑ′

i

end for

Algorithm III.2 Metropolis Update
Draw ϑ′ ∼ q (ϑ′|ϑ) with q (ϑ′|ϑ) = q (ϑ|ϑ′)

if Unif (0, 1) < max
(
1, f(ϑ′)

f(ϑ)

)
then

ϑ← ϑ′

end if

Algorithm III.3 Metropolis-Hastings Update
Draw ϑ′ ∼ q (ϑ′|ϑ)
if Unif (0, 1) < max

(
1, q(ϑ|ϑ′)f(ϑ′)

q(ϑ′|ϑ)f(ϑ)

)
then

ϑ← ϑ′

end if

The Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis approach is introduced in recent papers pursuing

hybrids of Monte Carlo and MCMC methods in challenging substantive applica-

tions (Beaumont, 2003; Andrieu, et al., 2010). The basic idea is an extension of
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Algorithm III.4 Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis (General) Update
Draw ϑ′ ∼ q (ϑ′|ϑ) with q (ϑ′|ϑ) = q (ϑ|ϑ′)
J ′ ← f (ϑ′) + ϵ, with f (ϑ′) =

∫∞
−∞ · · ·

∫∞
−∞ f (ϑ′, γ) dγ, E [ϵ] = 0

if Unif (0, 1) < max
(
1, J ′

J

)
then

ϑ← ϑ′

J ← J ′

end if

Algorithm III.5 Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis (IS) Update
Draw ϑ′ ∼ q (ϑ′|ϑ) with q (ϑ′|ϑ) = q (ϑ|ϑ′)
Draw γ′ ∼ r (γ′|ϑ)
J ′ ← f (ϑ′, γ) /r (γ′|ϑ)
if Unif (0, 1) < max

(
1, J ′

J

)
then

ϑ← ϑ′

J ← J ′

end if

the Metropolis algorithm targeting a marginal distribution by replacing evaluations

of the posterior density with unbiased estimates (Andrieu & Roberts, 2009; cred-

ited to Beaumont, 2003 as Grouped Independence Metropolis Hastings). A basic

Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis algorithm is listed in Algorithm III.4. It is straightfor-

ward to show that the resulting Markov chain still converges in distribution to f at

stationarity.

An important technicality should be noted, as it is crucial to achieving a conver-

gent Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis simulation. In the three listings referenced above,

each time a draw is accepted, the new approximate marginal likelihood J ′ is stored

in J . In the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, such a scheme is traditionally used

for computational efficiency—though one might contend that it mars the theoreti-

cal clarity of the presentation. However, if one replaces posterior evaluations with

approximate posterior evaluations to form a Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis-Hastings

algorithm, each new proposal must be compared to the same approximate value asso-

ciated with the first acceptance of the present state. Andrieu & Roberts (2009) show
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that, if we generate a similar algorithm in which the approximations for the initial

state are regenerated at each step, the resulting chain only approximately converges

to the target stationary distribution.

The motivation for the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis algorithm is that a con-

vergent simulation can be developed under particular conditions even for posterior

distributions that are only available in approximate form. This applies to multi-level

modeling, in which one can evaluate the posterior of a joint model including all of the

random effects parameters, but one often cannot evaluate the marginal distribution

directly. This difficulty of marginalization is one of the basic motivations for utiliz-

ing the random effects representation of the multi-level model. However, rather than

sampling the random effects, Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis only requires an unbiased

approximation to the integral.

Where Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis is possible, it remains to be seen whether

it leads to a useful standalone strategy in the Bayesian toolbox. Scientists might

consider marginalization of parameters that are uninteresting or whose costs of the

regeneration from a well-mixed chain at stationarity are small relative to the costs

involved with obtaining that chain, and when the benefits of reducing correlations

in the posterior outweigh the costs of marginalization. Multi-level models with large

numbers of random effects could therefore be an exemplary application of Pseudo-

Marginal Metropolis, because the random effects are nuisance parameters and are

often highly correlated with the random effects. At present, it has been applied to

an intractable posterior distribution in modeling geneological histories (Beaumont,

2003) and variable selection problems (Andriu & Roberts, 2009). It also serves as

a central step in a technique denoted Particle Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (Andrieu

et al., 2010)—a strategy for propagating a sequence of sample-based approximations
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corresponding to an evolving, globally intractable posterior (e.g., in a non-Gaussian

state-space model) in a way that ensures they eventually evolve in accordance with

that posterior. Another reason to consider Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis is the pos-

sibility that past computations can be recycled in models with certain structure, an

idea that has already been exploited in the particle filtering and population Monte

Carlo literatures.

Finally, two important and subtle computational simplifications are available,

which are exemplified in Algorithm III.5. Here an importance sampler is used to

construct the unbiased approximation to the marginal, as will be detailed in the

next section. However, one aspect is immediately evident: the approximation to the

marginal can be based on auxillary draws that only depend on the current state of

the hyperparameters. There is thus no need to find a good approximation to the con-

ditional posterior for every new value of the hyperparameters that is proposed. This

yields a vital computational simplification over the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings.

Furthermore, because Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings seeks to converge in the state

variables γ′ based on the modal approximation, and this particular draw is non-

symmetric and uses III.3, the Hastings ratio involving a computationally expensive

inverse of the previous state variable γ is required. in contrast However, in contrast

to the above instances, in multi-level models the joint posterior itself is generally

available, ensuring that any form of Metropolis-Hastings can be applied.

The question seems to be, do these advantages pan out in terms of accelerat-

ing convergence, either based on computational simplification, or larger steps in a

smaller space? An empirical comparison of the two methods examines this question

in Chapter 4.
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Monte Carlo methods and Importance Sampling

The way in which Algorithm III.5 works to approximate the marginal in an un-

biased way is as a Monte Carlo approximation, specifically an importance sampler.

Monte Carlo methods seek to approximately evaluate integrals by using the fact that

they can be estimated by weighted averages of random functions. The most general

set of efficient methods are importance samplers, which use weights that are the

inverses of the sampling density to estimate the expectation of a function. To be

efficient, an importance sampling density must concentrate samples in places where

the function to be integrated, the integrand, is large. Monte Carlo does perform

better than the most naive cubature strategy, in which univariate numerical integra-

tion (quadrature) is performed for every combination of all variables of integration

(in this case, the fixed and random effects γ) except the innermost one. This is a

strawman but it illustrates an important consideration when designing or selecting

these methods. A nested set of quadrature steps leads to an exponential growth in

computing costs—an instance of the “curse of dimensionality.” The number of equal-

sized volume units expands exponentially with dimension. Amazingly, Monte Carlo

with a fixed proposal exhibits geometric convergence—as with sample means—that

does not depend on the dimensionality of the problem, provided the estimates have

a finite variance.

Numerical methods such as quadrature can easily miss features of the integrand

where sampling is insufficient. A more systematic description of such failures is

available in Monte Carlo in cases in which the integrand has an infinite domain or

range and decays very slowly (e.g. polynomially). If the importance function decays

very quickly in comparison (e.g. exponentially), the tails of the target function will

not be adequately explored, and very large importance weights will occur frequently.
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Formally, the variance of importance weights and importance sampling estimates

is infinite in this case, and a variety of methods have been proposed to stabilize

importance sampling estimators (see, e.g. Owen & Zhou, 2000).

The potential for infinite importance weights arises only with unbounded inte-

grands. Transformation of the domain of the integrand is a popular strategy in both

quadrature and Monte Carlo methods for yielding a domain that is more convenient.

Unfortunately, for unbounded intervals in the variable of integration x, transforma-

tion of the domain of integration to a bounded domain is not sufficient to ensure that

Monte Carlo importance weights are stabilized. The reason is that the transformed

function remains unbounded, and hence a poor choice of importance distribution can

still produce infinite variance weights. This arises, for example, in trying to compute

the integral of x− 1
2 on [0, 1] by uniform sampling, a method that does not work

because even though the integral exists, the importance weights remain unbounded

and diverge as x→ 0 (Evans & Swartz, 2000).

The importance of tail-boundedness in computational strategies for estimation in

multi-level models is thus to absolutely ensure finite importance sampling estimates.

This means that we can select an importance function such that the ratio of the

integrand to the importance function—the importance weight—has a finite limit at

the ends of the domain of integration. In our case, the Student-t proposal distribution

or a power distribution with the same power parameter setting as the largest tail

bound will satisfy the required criterion.



CHAPTER IV

Comparing MCMC Methods for Non-Normal
Multi-Level Models

In the previous chapter, I discussed the role of modal approximations in facil-

itating the application of Bayesian computational methods to large, non-normal

multi-level models. Past work suggests that classical algorithms often performed

poorly in such models, and this motivates consideration of other alternatives. A

variety of samplers may be credible once we consider designs that focus on the hy-

perparameters and treat the random effects merely as auxillary parameters (see, e.g.,

Storvik, 2011). The Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis sampler, even with an importance

sample of size 1, places a less stringent detailed balance requirement on the MCMC

chain, and therefore may gain both speed and accelerated convergence. However, as

noted in the previous chapter, both samplers have asymptotically the same compu-

tational compelexity. In this chapter, I undertake an empirical comparison of the

performance of the two samplers in posterior draws from a medium-scale Student-t

random effects model. To anticipate, I find favorable results for the convergence

of the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis sampler relative to the Blockwise Metropolis-

Hastings sampler. However, I also observe that both samplers mix poorly, the

Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis sampler especially poorly. I discuss two algorithms,

73
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Deterministic Mixture Importance Sampling and Annealed Importance Sampling,

that may better tackle the problem of mixing. In the latter case, the algorithm also

more fully leverages the underlying mode-separable model structure.

Research Design: Sampler Convergence on a Medium-Scale
Non-Normal Random Effects Model

I study the performance of the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings and Pseudo-Marginal

Metropolis samplers on an instantiation of a non-normal random effects model—a

specification with an intercept, a unit-level factor, and two independent residuals in

each observation equation, one Student-t group effect and one normal observation

error. The medium-scale model consisted of 80 random effects, associated with five

observations each. The data generating process is summarized as follows:

yi,t = β0 + β1xi + γvt + σϵi

vt = vt−1 + θut

ϵi ∼ N (0, 1)

ut ∼ Student3

Since the challenging aspect of conventional sampling the hyperparameters in

multi-level models is escaping an area of the posterior where the random effects

variance is very small, I deliberately sampled the initializing log standard deviation

parameters uniformly on [−3, 2], even though the true log standard deviations in

both models were equal to 1. This implied that the starting points were about three

times too often smaller than the true value than larger than the true value, making

the sampling process often challenging even for a univariate posterior. All samplers

were initialized with the same starting values for each of their chains.
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Examining the performance of these samplers on a dataset simulated from this

model requires the exploration of a large number of potential settings of the tuning

parameters, using multiple chains per setting to obtain a convergence diagnosis. Each

chain must be run until convergence is evident, and possibly long enough to resolve

any ambiguity in the relative performance of the two samplers. As a result, the

selected specification is simpler than that of many applied contexts. Reassuringly,

I have observed that the two samplers behaved similarly when additional random

slopes are added, with larger or smaller datasets and numbers of random effects, and

with differing distributions for the random effects.

To enable a fair comparison between the two samplers, each is coded as similarly

as possible using the ‘R’ software environment for statistical computing (R Core

Team, 2012). Note, however, that as discussed in the previous chapter, the Hastings

ratio is simplified in the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis computation. That is, while

both samplers require the computation of the probability of each state draw condi-

tional on the current set of hyperparameters, only the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings

sampler requires the computation of the density of the previous auxillary state under

each new hyperparameter proposal. Concretely, this means that each cycle of draws

from the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings sampler requires an additional ‘backsolve’

operation in comparison to the Pseudo-Marginal method.

Another important aspect of the design was tuning. Both algorithms featured

a tunable scale for the proposal distribution for sampling each of the two hyperpa-

rameters, the log response scale and the log random effects scale. To reduce the

search-space of such settings, I constrained the proposal standard deviation for the

log response scale to be one-half of the proposal standard deviation for the log random

effects scale. This roughly matched the best tuning located during pilot runs. A sep-
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arate tuning parameter scaled the eliptical distribution of the random effects drawn

at each iteration. For the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, this was set (by

definition) to one, whereas for the Scaled Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm,

this was allowed to vary freely. I allowed this same tunable scaling of the auxillary

variables playing the corresponding role of random effects in the Pseudo-Marginal

Metropolis algorithm.

To measure convergence, I employed the Potential Scale Reduction Factor
√

R̂

(Gelman & Rubin, 1992) for the log random effects scale hyperparameter. This is

the square root of the ratio between two estimates of the combined variance across

the ten chains: the mean of all of the estimates of the within-chain variances, and

the cross-chain estimate based on the law of total variance. At convergence, the

chains are independent and the square root of the ratio of the estimators converges

to one, whereas prior to convergence the ratio is greater than 1. The R package

‘coda’ is used to compute the estimate and a 95% upper credible interval (based

on the upper bound of a two-sided 90% credible interval) will be used to examine

the evidence that the chains produced by one algorithm have converged more rapidly

than those produced by another. Typically a value
√

R̂ < 1.1 is considered indicative

of convergence.

Many studies of computational performance consider only whether an objective

has been achieved by a lesser number of iterations for one algorithm versus another.

However, it was quickly evident that the three samplers, even when coded as com-

parably as possible, did not complete a single iteration in the same amount of CPU

time, evidently due to the extra cost described above of computing the ‘backsolve’

operation used in the Hastings Ratio computation of the Blockwise Metropolis al-

gorithms. On the other hand, the Pseudo-Marginal-Metropolis algorithm tends to
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Figure 4.1: Parameter trace, Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings chains

exhibit much lower acceptance rates for its hyperparameters. Therefore, in addition

to assessing the convergence of the samplers on an iteration by iteration basis, the

samplers were compared in their progress towards convergence as a function of CPU

time based on
√
R̂ .

Results and Discussion

Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the evolution of the ten chains of the best per-

forming samplers over the 10000 iteration simulations. All three samplers quickly

generated values for the log response scale that were near the mode. However,

the convergence of the three algorithms on the log random effects scale parameter
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was markedly different. Those chains generated by the optimally-tuned conventional

Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings sampler that started at parameter values far from the

true value typically made an initial jump towards the mode, and then converged very

slowly for a large number of iterations, consistent with the reported convergence dif-

ficulties in the literature. Only chains that were initialized quite close to the mode

appeared to converge quickly. The optimally-tuned Scaled Blockwise Metropolis-

Hastings sampler performed somewhat better—these chains initially jumped about

halfway closer to the mode than the conventional sampler. Nonetheless, like the

chains generated by the conventional sampler, the chains generated by the scaled

sampler converged slowly for a large number of iterations. In contrast, all of the

chains generated by the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis algorithm jumped very quickly

to the region near the mode.

Figure 4.4 shows the convergence of the chains generated by the three optimally

tuned samplers as a function of CPU time. It is clear that, despite its poorer ac-

ceptance rate, the rapid convergence on an iteration-by-iteration basis as well as

the savings in computational costs for the Pseudo-Marginal-Method led to a much

better performing sampler in terms of its computational efficiency. None of the po-

tential scale reduction factors of the three 10-chain samples reach a typical thresh-

old like 1.1 within their 10000 iteration spans. However, the chains generated by

the Pseudo-marginal Metropolis algorithm converge most quickly in computational

time, with their PSRF upper credible bound contained below 2 within 18 seconds, a

level never reached in the over two minute runs of other samplers. To be clear, both

of the lesser-performing algorithms eventually converged when the simulations were

repeated using a much larger number iterations.

Convergence and mixing behavior for chains produced by the three samplers are
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Figure 4.4: Convergence of chains, by algorithm, under optimal tuning

Chain Random Effects Draws Effective Yield Acceptance Rate ESS/s

Blockwise

Metropolis-Hastings

1 0.094 0.356 3.198

4 0.076 0.382 1.993

Scaled Blockwise

Metropolis-Hastings

1 0.063 0.161 4.219

4 0.037 0.082 2.010

Pseudo-Marginal

Metropolis

1 0.014 0.004 4.286

4 0.021 0.011 2.055

Table 4.1: Mixing properties of chains, by algorithm, under optimal tuning
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very different (this is reported by other researchers using other algorithms, e.g. Hoff-

man & Gelman, 2011), and I found that the mixing of the optimally converging

chains was quite poor. Responding to the poor mixing, I investigated further by ini-

tializing chains near equilibrium, and confirmed that the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis

algorithm was accepting fewer than 1% of the draws, as shown in Table 4.1.

In an attempt to stabilize the algorithms, I expanded the space of tuning pa-

rameters to include allowing each algorithm to use more than one replication per

iteration. I considered the cases of either one or four importance draws per iteration

for Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis, and either one or four averaged chains of the random

effects for Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings. The Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis numer-

ator ought to more closely mimic the true marginal distribution with an increasing

number of replications. More speculatively, the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings algo-

rithm might perform better if conditional draws for the hyperparameter were based

on the less variable mean over multiple random effects. Summaries of mixing for

settings allowing four replications are also shown in Table 4.1. Here the effective

yield is the effective sample size of each iteration, whereas the effective yield per

second is the effective sample size per iteration, divided by the number of seconds it

took to sample one iteration.

For the best of the tunings over single chains of 1000 iterations, I found that,

despite a relatively low acceptance rate and yield in effective samples per iteration,

the pseudo marginal method was still competitive in effective samples per second. An

expanded study design would be required to see whether the pseudo-marginal method

is definitively more effective at mixing than the other two samplers, since the best

setting of the tuning parameter was on the edge of the simulation parameter space.

Despite the very low acceptance rates of the Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis chain,
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attempts to improve its mixing (or that of the Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings chains)

via multiple replications of random effects draws during each iteration produced no

improvement in computational efficacy.

Improving the Pseudo-Marginal sampler: Deterministic Mix-
ture Importance Sampling

The Pseudo-Marginal Metropolis method described above converges rapidly de-

spite making use of a very crude importance sampling scheme. To reduce the num-

ber of inverse problems that need to be solved, and hence the constant in front

of the np2 in its computational complexity, importance sampling is based on the

conditional posterior mode of the random effects, given the current settings of the

hyper-parameters. As noted above, the sampler exhibited poor mixing properties,

and drawing repeated importance samples did not stabilize the sampler. This is con-

trary to the literature suggesting that better importance sampling estimates improve

the performance of the Pseudo-Marginal samplers (Andrieu & Roberts, 2009), but it

may be that the benefits are so slight as to be undetectable without a much better

proposal distribution or importance sample size.

While it is impressive that the single importance draw version of the Pseudo-

Marginal sampler quickly located regions of high marginal mass, it remains to be seen

whether other features can be exploited to better balance the tremendous economy

of the simple version above (i.e., allocating minimal resources to proposals that are

likely to be rejected anyway) with improved mixing (i.e., by increasing the quality of

the proposals, and thus improving importance sampling and attaining the benefits

of dimensionality reduction).

As Storvik (2011) notes, pseudo-marginal methods can allow dependence among
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auxillary draws. This leads to the possibility that the sampler can be improved by

redefining the notion of a replication. Rather than draw j repeated sets of random

effects at each iteration, as in the replicated version used in the mixing experiment

above, instead j − 1 past sets and 1 present set could be stored. Then, at each

proposal step, the marginal distribution would be estimated using all j sets. I have

labeled this a deterministic mixture importance sample since it is based on the idea

that an importance sampler can be built by simply retaining the weights and drawing

from a set of importance samplers. In this case, the set of importance samplers would

be draws from a sequence of approximations to the conditional posterior over multi-

ple steps. The latter ought to increasingly approximate the marginal distribution of

the auxillary variables, and might thereby facilitate jumps of the hyperparameters

through a wider range of the space of the random effects than any single auxillary

draw. Once a hyperparameter proposal is accepted, the oldest set of random effects

can be replaced by the newest. To correct some of the bias in the empirical distribu-

tion estimator for the random effects, each set of stored random effects can be given

a weight corresponding to the number of times the state was retained.

The asymptotic computational complexity of this deterministic mixture impor-

tance sampling (DMIS) version of the pseudo-marginal metropolis algorithm is com-

pared to other approaches in Table 1 of Chapter 3. A promising feature is that,

if indeed recycling past draws of the random effects yields a more global impor-

tance distribution, it does so very frugally. The additional cost is only that of the

additional function evaluations that would be required in pairing these random ef-

fects with new hyperparameters. Despite the additional dependency between the

estimated marginal posterior values used in the Metropolis acceptance ratio, the nu-

merator and denominator of the ratio remain unbiased. Technically, the sampler
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remains non-adaptive because dependence on past draws disappears conditionally

on the past j sets of random effects. It remains to be proven that such a scheme

converges to the correct marginal distribution.

Improving the Pseudo-Marginal Sampler: Annealed Impor-
tance Sampling

The previous methods employ a normal approximation to the conditional poste-

rior as a basis for importance sampling. When a model contains a large number of

non-normal random effects relative to the amount of data, there is reason to expect

the effectiveness of the approximation to decline. The Bayesian Central Limit The-

orem implies that the posterior approaches normality only as the number of terms

in the likelihood grows relative to the size of the parameter space. Indeed, a cen-

tral motivation for applying Bayesian estimation to large non-normal random effects

models, rather than a simpler method, is the expectation that the non-normality

makes a critical difference to inference!

Given the concern that the conditional posterior under the normal approximation

is expected to deviate substantially from that under the true model, we might ask

whether there is a way to improve the approximation at minimal cost. Annealed

importance sampling (Neal, 2001) is a method for importance sampling from poten-

tially multi-modal distributions. It is readily applicable in the present case bacause

of the assumptions of mode-separability and tail-boundedness introduced in Chapter

1. In particular, because we can readily identify the modes of the components along

any direction in the parameter space, we can construct lower and upper quadrature

grids in each direction, as well as bounding functions for the tails. The combination

of the grids and bounding functions for the tails enable us to both draw approximate
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samples from the conditional posterior along each dimension, and compute an un-

biased importance sampling estimate of the integral in that direction as well as an

upper bound on the variance of this estimate. The accuracy of the approximation

is determined by the bounding grid, so the “annealed” part of the algorithm is our

ability to progressively refine the grid until the approximate marginal is sufficiently

precise.

Of course, using this hybrid of cubature and random sampling to design an an-

nealed importance sampler will only be effective if it is computationally efficient

relative to the equivalent number of poor quality, but cheap, Metropolis-Hastings

steps. A reason for cautious optimism is that for unimodal component functions

(as we have assumed), the quadrature grids can be reused during each iteration of

the algorithm. Furthermore, the targeted precision of the AIS will be its tuning

parameter, and this seems like it could lead to an effective algorithm. In particular,

we might pick a level of precision that suffices for areas of relatively high posterior

density in the marginal posterior of a multi-level model, and thereby spend very little

computational time refining the grids when we are far from the mode.

The Appendix lists a prototype algorithm for Annealed Importance Sampling.



CHAPTER V

Conclusion

In this dissertation, I first examined how to go beyond the collapsed campaign

to conduct a detailed study of heterogeneity in citizens’ responses to political cam-

paigns. In Chapter 2, I examined substantive theories of response variance and

response persistence, and derived hypotheses relating levels of political sophistica-

tion to the persistence of citizens responess. I then tested these hypotheses using one

edition of the National Annenberg Election Study (Romer 2000), using pseudo-panel

methods to identify the mean lag length of the dynamics of Gore and Bush evalua-

tions for respondents at various levels of political knowledge. I also conducted a fully

parametric investigation of these relationships. These analyses generally found no

relationship, but represent ground-breaking efforts to simultaneously estimate spatio-

temporal heterogeneity and dynamics. In particular, though the present case was

limited to cohorts consisting of five levels of political knowledge, the author’s Hetdyn

software package for R used for the final parametric analysis at the end of Chapter 2

allows for responses to depend on multiple types of dynamics and individual-specific

parameterizations.

A major shortcoming of the empirical analyses in Chapter 2, in my view, is the

reliance on semi-parametric estimators or the assumption that dynamics are nor-

87
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mally distributed. These lead to tractable inferences but are at least inefficient, and

probably very misleading if campaign effects typically look more like rare structural

breaks. Chapters 3 and 4 investigate the pseudo-marginal method as a strategy for

accelerating parametric Bayesian inference for non-normal models. Dropping the as-

sumption of normality is expected to enable automatic estimation of rare but large

structural breaks, possibly enabling us to better capture campaign effects without

a priori specification of which points in time led to substantial persuasive impact.

In Chapter 4, I find that the pseudo-marginal method, which replaces evaluations

of the marginal with an unbiased approximation thereof, is substantially faster (in

CPU time and iteration counts) than a generic Blockwise Metropolis-Hastings al-

gorithm that alternates between draws of random effects and hyperparameters on

the entire parameter space. The ultimate goal of these efforts, currently part of the

author’s QuasiModal package for R, is to develop Bayesian techniques that are fast

and flexible enough for widespread use by political scientists.
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